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When working with solid wood, occasionally defects are exposed through the manufacturing process that will not allow us to  
sell the molding as a clear 8' Select/Premium or Natural/Standard Grade.  We are sometimes left with 3' - 7' of usable material.  
Part of our mission is to use our materials and resources in the most efficient manner, which is why we offer the availability 
of 3' - 7' moldings through this program.  As an incentive, when using this Molding “Shorts Program”, there will be a dis-
count offered if 3' - 7' moldings are available.  Please see Section N.12 of our current Wholesale Pricing Catalog for 
more information.  The Molding “Shorts Program” does not apply to Outsourced Moldings.

Molding “Shorts Program”

Molding NotesMolding Options

►  For PRICING ► See Section N.12 in our current Wholesale Pricing Catalog.  

N

Ordering & Pricing Notes: Molding
Ordering Guidelines

1 Order Forms Please use Molding & Miscellaneous Order Form (E•Z Form #5).
Pricing 

1 Pricing Please see Section N.12 of our current Wholesale Pricing Catalog.

Material Options
1 3D Laminate (RTF) For quality reasons, 3D Laminate (RTF) moldings have a solid wood core (Paint Grade Maple).

Finish Options (Chapter R)

1 Finishing

Moldings will be considered a Two-Sided (2S) finished product (Chapter R).  This includes solid wood 
refacing stock (Section N.2).  The backs will be sealed while the face and all edges will be sealed and top 
coated.  

Please see individual drawings for location of sealer vs. sealer/top coat.  The thick
black lines represent the face/edges (sealer/top coat) while the thinner gray lines
represent the back (sealer only).

2 Stemware Molding When “Cut to Length” stemware molding is pre-finished by WalzCraft, the ends will also be finished.

3 3D Laminate (RTF)
     = Products available with 3D Laminate (RTF).
3D Laminate (RTF) moldings use the same foil colors that are used on the doors, so the color match is exact.
Only the face of the molding is covered with 3D Laminate (RTF) foil.  The back is unfinished wood.

Sealer
Only

Sealer &
Top Coat

Technical Notes: Molding
Convex / Concave Options (Chapter D)

1 Curved Products The      indicates profiles that are available when ordering Convex/Concave Products.C

Molding Options (Chapter N)
1 Radiused Molding The      indicates moldings that can be radiused to follow the contour of a shaped rail.

2 Fastener Relief Cut FRC = Fastener Relief Cut.  See page N.1.3 for assembly detail.  Hole drilling and wood screw by customer.  
FRC is not applicable with Convex/Concave or Canopy moldings.

3 Column Wraps Column Wraps can be used as transition moldings between cabinets of different depths.
Notes Continued on Next Page...
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General Information (Chapter A)
1 Sanding Moldings are sanded to 180 grit. 

2 “Passes”

“Passes” refers to the number of times the 8' length of rough stock lumber is run through the molder and/or 
secondary machinery to complete the molding. 
All moldings are considered one pass moldings unless specified otherwise.
Upcharges will apply for all moldings requiring more than one pass.
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►  For PRICING ► See Section N.12 in our current Wholesale Pricing Catalog.  

Technical Notes: Molding...continued
Sizes / Dimensions

1 Molding Drawings Solid wood moldings are drawn to actual size and sold in 8' [2438.4mm] lengths.  93" [2362.2mm] is guar-
anteed to be usable. 

2 Usable Molding Lengths   

 

3 Usable “Random Lengths” Random Length material is 90% usable.
4 Molding Widths Over 6" Due to lumber availability, moldings over 6" [152.4mm] wide may be produced from glued up panels.

5 3' - 8'  “Random Length” 
Molding Program

Minimum quantity of 200 lineal feet in the same wood species, grade and style #.  Use Moldings ‟Shorts 
Program” if under minimum quantity.
When ordering random length molding, please indicate the total lineal feet required in the quantity column 
on the Molding & Miscellaneous Order Form (E•Z Form #5).
When measuring random length moldings, we round down to the next nearest ½ foot.

6 3' - 12'  “Random Length” 
Molding Program

Minimum quantity of 200 lineal feet in the same wood species, grade and style #.  Use Moldings ‟Shorts 
Program” if under minimum quantity.
When ordering random length molding, please indicate the total lineal feet required in the quantity column 
on the Molding & Miscellaneous Order Form (E•Z Form #5).
When measuring random length moldings, we round down to the next nearest ½ foot.
Random lengths that range from 3' to 12' [914.4mm to 3657.6mm] must be either picked up or shipped via 
common carrier.  
Lengths greater than 8' [2438.4mm] are subject to availability.  Please note that the choice of wood species 
and grade can impact the availability of lengths greater than 8' [2438.4mm]. 

7 8' - 12' Length Moldings

For those occasions when you need a molding longer than 8', we will do our best to produce those lengths 
up to 12' [3657.6mm] long.
Lengths greater than 8' [2438.4mm] are subject to availability.  Please note that the choice of wood species 
and grade can impact the availability of lengths greater than 8' [2438.4mm].
Please see “Usable Molding Lengths” note #2 above.

8 Molding Lengths Longer 
than 12'

Please contact our Customer Support Team, and ask that they research material availability and Wait-Times.
Lengths greater than 8' [2438.4mm] are subject to availability.  Please note that the choice of wood species 
and grade can impact the availability of lengths greater than 8' [2438.4mm].
Please see “Usable Molding Lengths” note #2 above.

9 Stemware Molding Stemware moldings #388 & #1774 are available “Cut to Length”.

10 Round Column Wrap
Molding

Round Column Wrap moldings are available in individual 8' lengths for cutting and assembly by customer.  
WalzCraft can also cut to length and assemble the moldings for you, in which case additional charges will 
apply.
All radii are measured ⅜" [9.5mm] in from the face of molding.

11 Tambour Molding
#2679: Due to its height, the minimum inside radius this molding can follow is 6" [152.4mm].
#2927: Due to its height, the minimum inside radius this molding can follow is 2⅜" [60.3mm].

Size Ordered Expected Minimum Usable Material

8' [2438.4mm] 93" [2362.2mm]
9' [2743.2mm] 104" [2641.6mm]
10' [3048.0mm] 116" [2946.4mm]
11' [3352.8mm] 128" [3251.2mm]
12' [3657.6mm]  139" [3530.6mm]
13' [3962.4mm] 151" [3835.4mm]
14' [4267.2mm] 162" [4114.8mm]
15' [4572.0mm] 174" [4419.6mm]
16' [4876.8mm] 186" [4724.4mm]

Usable Length of 8' [2438.4mm]
 & Longer Moldings 

            (Excludes Random Length) 
WalzCraft offers standard 8' [2438.4mm] long 
moldings, and upon request and availability, 
also manufactures longer moldings from 9' to 
16' [2743.2mm to 4876.8mm] in even foot 
increments.  In all cases, WalzCraft will ship a 
molding that is at a minimum 97% usable, 
rounded down to the nearest inch, per the table 
to the right. Please consider the lengths listed 
in the column “Expect as Minimum Usable 
Material” as a guide for which even foot incre-
ment molding to purchase.


